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ABSTRACT
Crowdworking platforms are a prime example of a product that sells
flexibility to its consumers. In this paper, we argue that crowdworking platforms sell temporal flexibility to requesters to the detriment
of workers. We begin by identifying a list of 19 features employed
by crowdworking platforms that facilitate the trade of temporal
flexibility from crowdworkers to requesters. Using the list of features, we conduct a comparative analysis of nine crowdworking
platforms available to U.S.-based workers, in which we describe
key differences and similarities between the platforms. We find
that crowdworking platforms strongly favour features that promote requesters’ temporal flexibility over workers’ by limiting the
predictability of workers’ working hours and restricting paid time.
Further, we identify which platforms employ the highest number of
features that facilitate the trade of temporal flexibility from workers
to requesters, consequently increasing workers’ temporal precarity.
We conclude the paper by discussing the implications of the results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Research suggests that although the people who work on crowdworking platforms are advertised temporal flexibility, they do not
benefit from the flexibility to choose ‘when’ and ‘for how long’ to
work [40]. Instead, requesters (i.e., private companies or individual
consumers) [33] benefit from temporal flexibility to the detriment
of the crowdworkers [9]. In this paper, we argue that crowdworking
platforms employ platform features that facilitate the trade of temporal flexibility from workers to requesters. Whilst these features
can increase the temporal flexibility of requesters, they can also
increase the temporal precarity of workers. Temporal precarity is
defined as the unpredictability, uncertainty, and insecurity workers
experience with respect to work scheduling and work pace [37].
Alongside economic precarity, temporal precarity contributes to
the precarious working conditions crowdworkers face [7], which
has been of growing interest for scholars examining on-demand
platform work (e.g., [5, 21]).
We begin by identifying 19 platform features relating to five
categories of temporal precarity on crowdworking platforms: (a)
Unpaid Time, (b) Oversupply of Workers, (c) Worker Competitiveness, (d) Unpredictable Work Hours, and (e) Inflexibility of Time
Use. We next use the 19 features identified to analyse nine existing
crowdworking platforms available to U.S.-based workers: (1) Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), (2) Appen, (3) Clickworker, (4) Hive
Micro, (5) Microworkers, (6) Neevo, (7) PicoWorkers, (8) Prolific,
and (9) Universal Human Relevance System (UHRS). As part of the
analysis, we assessed each platform against the list of features identified by reviewing the platforms’ descriptions, Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs), Documentation, and Terms of Services (TOS).
We also assessed the platforms through our own experiences of interacting with the platforms, as workers and requesters. Finally, for
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each platform feature, the nine platforms were scored on a dichotomous scale (i.e., Identified; Not identified). The scoring allowed us
to identify key differences and similarities between the platforms
and assign the platforms temporal precarity scores. We used the
scores to rank the platforms based on the number of features employed that facilitate the trade of temporal flexibility from workers
to requesters, with the highest-ranking platforms creating the most
temporally-precarious working conditions.
We find that crowdworking platforms strongly favour features
that promote requesters’ temporal flexibility over workers’ by limiting the predictability of workers’ working hours and restricting
paid time. Furthermore, using the temporal precarity scores, we
identify which platforms available to U.S.-based workers employ
the highest number of features that facilitate the trade of temporal
flexibility from workers to requesters (i.e., UHRS, Hive Micro, and
PicoWorkers), consequently increasing the temporal precarity of
workers. Taken together, the results of the paper show that crowdworkers’ temporal flexibility is being traded for the convenience of
requesters through 19 ‘invisible mechanisms’ employed by crowdworking platforms. The paper contributes a new understanding of
the features employed by crowdworking platforms that enable invisible labour [52] and limit U.S.-based crowdworkers from accessing
fair working conditions [32].

2

BACKGROUND

Flexibility is increasingly sold as a product for the convenience of
consumers. Growing consumer demand has resulted in a plethora
of on-demand services becoming available through online apps
[41]. Due to a phenomenon known as ‘liquid expectations’ [20],
the culture of ‘on-demand expectations’ has bled from consumerfacing products into business-facing products [12]. As a result,
both individual and business consumers have developed new fluid
expectations from on-demand services, from ordering food and
watching TV shows, to collecting datasets and labelling images.
Whilst consumers enjoy the convenience of on-demand services,
they come at a cost for the people at the forefront of providing
these services. In this sense, workers within the on-demand platform economy face poor working conditions [59], such as financial
and temporal work precarity. The financial precarity of workers is
reflected through low pay and lack of financial security [7], whereas
temporal precarity is reflected through unpredictable work schedules and an intensified work pace [37]. Whilst workers’ financial
precarity has been a prominent topic of conversation among platform stakeholders, workers, regulators, trade unions, and academics
[23], the temporal precarity of workers has received less attention
[17]. We argue that temporal precarity contributes to the poor working conditions of workers because of its relationship to consumer
conveniences such as temporal flexibility. In this regard, on-demand
platforms trade the temporal flexibility of workers as a resource for
the convenience of consumers, to workers’ detriment [9].
Crowdworking platforms are a prime example of a product that
sells flexibility to its consumers [28]; this flexibility is advertised
as temporal flexibility. Because of the short temporal nature of the
work, the consumers of these platforms—requesters and workers—
are advertised temporal flexibility twofold. First, requesters can
“access a global, on-demand, 24x7 workforce” [53] through the
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platforms, where they can hire workers for as little as a few minutes
and “free up resources and time for the company” [53]. Second,
workers can “benefit from having no set hours or schedules [...] and
freedom to choose when and how much to work” [6]. Therefore,
on crowdworking platforms, time, capital, and labour entwine [13].
Whilst ‘time and capital’ (e.g., [50]) and ‘capital and labour’ (e.g.,
[31, 50, 56]) have been of interest to advocates of fair working conditions for the people working on crowdworking platforms, ‘time
and labour’ has received less interest due to the invisible nature of
the work [17]. The invisibility of crowdwork is partly physical [17],
since the work mainly takes place in the homes of workers [42], and
partly conceptual [17], since crowdworking is an invisible aspect
of A.I. production [30]. Consequently, time and labour are aspects
of crowdworking that have been swept under the rug under the
narrative of temporal flexibility [5]. Further, research suggests that
although crowdworkers are advertised temporal flexibility, they do
not benefit from the flexibility to choose when and for how long
to work [40]. Instead, requesters benefit from temporal flexibility
to the detriment of workers [9]. But what are the ‘invisible mechanisms’ employed by crowdworking platforms that facilitate the
trade of temporal flexibility from workers to requesters?

3

METHOD

To address the question, we used value sensitive design (VSD). VSD
is a theoretically-grounded design framework applied to technology
design, which accounts for human value. [24–26]. Our work was
inspired by Wisniewski et al. [58], who used the lens of value
sensitive design to reverse engineer a subset of values embedded
in the design of 75 mobile apps. VSD conceptualises values as an
interactional product of technology and society, produced in the
socio-technical gap [1]. According to VSD, when values are not
accounted for in the design process, they are often unconsciously
embodied by technology, thus supporting the values held by the
designers of the technology instead of the values of those impacted
by the technology [3].
Prior work identified a set of nine values that AMT workers
share: access, autonomy, fairness, transparency, communication,
security, accountability, making an impact, and dignity [15]. In
this paper, we focused on a single value held by crowdworkers:
autonomy, conceptualised as temporal flexibility.
VSD employs an iterative methodology that integrates three
types of investigations: (i) conceptual investigations, (ii) empirical
investigations, and (iii) technical investigations. For the scope of this
paper, we present (a) a conceptual investigation and (b) a technical
investigation, which we describe next.
We first conducted a conceptual investigation in which we identified a list of value tensions [25]—presented as platform features—
that can trade workers’ temporal flexibility for the convenience
of requesters’ temporal flexibility. Within VSD, value tensions are
conflicts that can arise among key values, describing constraints
on a design space [25]. Therefore, we present in Table 1 (on page 5)
19 platform features relating to five categories of temporal precarity on crowdworking platforms: (1) Unpaid Time, (2) Oversupply
of Workers, (3) Worker Competitiveness, (4) Unpredictable Work
Hours, and (5) Inflexibility of Time Use. We derived the features
and categories from: (a) prior work by Lascau et al. [39], which
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identified a set of time constraints imposed on workers by the design of crowdworking platforms, and (b) prior work examining the
working conditions of crowdworkers (e.g., [23, 30]). We acknowledge that the list of platform features included in this paper is not
exhaustive, and other features could be considered.
Next, following VSD, we present our technical investigation.
Technical investigations examine how existing technical features
that underlie the mechanisms of technology support or constrain
human values. Within VSD, technical investigations centre the technology as a unit of analysis [25], rather than the people who use
the technology [26], which is the focus of empirical investigations.
In other words, the emphasis of technical investigations is on understanding the value implications of technology [25]. Therefore,
as part of our technical investigation, we conducted a comparative
analysis of nine crowdworking platforms available to U.S.-based
workers to identify which platforms employ the highest number of
features that facilitate the trade of temporal flexibility. We describe
below how we conducted the comparative analysis.

3.1

Platform Selection Process

To identify candidate crowdworking platforms for our comparative analysis, we used the search engine DuckDuckGo. We chose
to use DuckDuckGo because it does not tailor search results to
users’ preferences or search history, unlike other search engines
[18]. Thus, using DuckDuckGo for our feature analysis allowed
us to avoid ‘filter bubbles’, a type of personal bias introduced by
search engines such as Google [46]. By avoiding ‘filter bubbles’, we
aimed to ensure the reproducibility of the results [11]. Additionally,
to ensure reproducibility, we next describe the period when we
conducted the searches, what search terms we used, and how we
eventually selected the platforms included in the analysis.
We conducted the searches in October 2021. In our search, we
used the following four keywords: “crowdwork", “crowd work”,
“microwork”, and “micro work”. We chose these keywords because
they were consistent with the terminology commonly used by
workers [30]. We first searched these keywords in isolation and then
in combination with the following seven keywords: “AI jobs”, “data
entry”, “make money”, “work from home”, “list of”, “hire people”,
and “find workers”; this combination resulted in 28 searches.
As research shows that more than 70% of internet users tend to
only explore the first page of search engines [51], we decided to
examine solely the first page returned (i.e., results above the “More
Results” button on DuckDuckGo), totalling 280 search results. Thus,
the results are not an exhaustive list of crowdworking platforms.
Out of the 280 search results, we identified: (a) 44 websites that
linked us directly to crowdworking platforms, (b) 188 websites that
included links to crowdworking platforms or provided examples of
such platforms, and (c) 54 websites that described crowdworking as
a concept but did not included links or provided examples of such
platforms. We discarded the 54 websites that did not include links or
examples of crowdworking platforms; this left us with 232 websites
for the analysis. After excluding duplicate platforms returned by
multiple websites (n = 31), the search identified 38 crowdworking
platforms. Furthermore, from the initially identified platforms, we
excluded 27 platforms that:
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(1) Were reported as ‘spam’ by workers on multiple websites (n
= 8; e.g., onlinemicrojobs.com);
(2) Did not have any jobs available at the time of the study (n =
5; e.g., CloudCrowd);
(3) Were location-based crowdworking platforms that advertised jobs in specific geographical areas, rather than webbased crowdworking platforms [8] (n = 5; e.g, local microtasking platforms such as AppJobber);
(4) Were not available to U.S.-based workers (n = 3; e.g., Crowdtask) — we excluded these platforms because most crowdworkers are based in the U.S. [7, 47]. Thus, our results are
limited to platforms with a presence in the U.S.;
(5) Were only available on mobile devices (n = 1; i.e., microwork)
— we excluded these platforms because workers based in
the Global North are less likely to work on their phones
compared to workers in the Global South [42];
(6) Were not accepting new participant sign-ups at the time of
the study (n = 1; i.e., Sequence);
(7) Did not accept our application to work on the platform (n =
4; e.g., Toloka).
The final number of crowdworking platforms that we included in
the analysis was nine. We analysed the following nine platforms: (1)
AMT, (2) Appen, (3) Clickworker, (4) Hive Micro, (5) Microworkers,
(6) Neevo, (7) PicoWorkers, (8) Prolific1 , and (9) UHRS (accessed
through Teemwork).

3.2

Platform Analysis Process

Next, we conducted our analysis by reviewing each crowdworking platform against the list of features we developed. For each
feature, the nine platforms were scored on a dichotomous scale
(i.e., Identified; Not identified). The scoring allowed us to identify
key differences and similarities between the platforms, which we
describe in the Results section.
We began the analysis of each platform feature by first reviewing
the platforms’ descriptions. Reviewing the platforms’ descriptions
provided us insights into the ways the platforms were advertised to
the workers and requesters. Next, if the platforms’ descriptions did
not provide us with a definitive score (i.e., Identified; Not identified),
we reviewed the platforms’ list of FAQs, Documentation, and TOS.
Reviewing the three resources provided us with insights into the
ways the platforms were documented to work.
Finally, if the platforms’ FAQs, Documentation, or TOS did not
provide us with a definite score, we continued analysing the platforms through the researcher’s interaction with the features. We
first interacted with the features from a worker’s perspective and afterwards from an employer’s perspective. Creating worker and employer accounts enabled us to interact with the platforms’ features.
For example, as a worker, we were able to review jobs, whereas, as
an employer, we were able to create jobs. A second rater reviewed
30% of the platforms, with a good degree of inter-rater reliability
(𝜅 = .79). We next present the results of the analysis by describing
each feature category.

1 We

decided to also include Prolific because it is one of the five platforms examined in
ILO’s survey of working conditions on crowdworking platforms [8].

1.2 Platforms allow requesters to ask workers to
complete lengthy unpaid assessments or training.

UHRS

Hive M.

PicoW.

AMT

Clickw.

Neevo

Microw.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

1.3 Platforms ask workers to complete unpaid
qualification tests to register on the platform.

Prolific

Appen

✓

✓

1.4 Platforms allow requesters to keep the data
from rejected jobs.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

1.5 Platforms allow requesters to reject workers
who completed jobs ‘too quickly’.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

1.6 Platforms do not require requesters to provide
timely feedback about rejected work.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2.1 Platforms do not limit the max. no. of workers
completing jobs at any given time.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2.2 Platforms do not limit the no. of workers who
can register on the platform.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2.3 Platforms limit the max. no. of jobs workers
can complete in a day, week, or month.

✓

✓

✓

✓

2.4 Platforms limit the max. amount of money
workers can earn in a day, week, or month.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

2. Oversupply of Workers
✓

✓

✓
✓

3. Worker Competitiveness
✓

✓

✓

3.2 Platforms do not reserve jobs for the workers.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

4.4 Platforms do not have a degree of control over
the completion times of jobs.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

4.5 Platforms do not provide clear payment
timelines to workers.

✓

✓

✓

✓

4. Unpredictable Work Hours
4.1 Platforms do not have set hours when
requesters post jobs.
4.2 Platforms do not have set hours when workers
can complete jobs.
4.3 Platforms do not limit the number of hours
workers can work.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

5. Inflexibility of Time Use
5.1 Platforms do not allow workers to complete
multiple jobs at once.
5.2 Platforms require workers to wait a certain
amount of time between submitting jobs.
Temporal Precarity Scores

✓

✓
17/19

15/19

15/19

13/19

13/19

12/19

Requesters have the convenience of having an unlimited number of workers
completing their jobs throughout the day [4]. Thus, workers have to spend a long
amount of time on the platform finding suitable work [7].
Requesters have an unlimited supply of workers to complete jobs at any given
time [60]. Thus, workers have to compete against a 24/7 global labour [4].
Requesters have a variety of workers completing jobs on-demand [54]. Thus,
workers cannot complete additional jobs once they have reached the platforms’
limits, even if requesters are still making jobs available.
Requesters have a variety of workers completing their jobs [60]. Thus, workers
cannot complete additional jobs once they reached the platforms’ limits and have
to spend time finding other revenue sources [49].

9/19

Requesters can make jobs available on the platforms at any time [30]. Thus, workers
have to wait an unpredictable amount of time for requesters to post new jobs [40].
Requesters have the flexibility of workers completing jobs at any time of day [60].
Thus, workers have difficulties predicting their working hours [40].
Requesters benefit from workers spending an unlimited amount of time on the
platform [45]. Thus, workers spend long hours working or searching for work [57].
Requesters can post jobs that have very short completion times in order to have the
work returned faster [61]. Thus, workers have to complete jobs quickly not to risk
having their work rejected if they exceed the jobs’ estimated completion times [39].
Requesters can pay workers whenever it is suitable for the requesters [34]. Thus,
workers risk not knowing when they will get paid (and how much) [16] and could
have difficulties planning their work and non-work time.
Requesters get a guarantee that the workers are not multitasking and are spending
time on the job [29]. Thus, workers can be restricted in how they use their time by
being required to monotask rather than using the time as they prefer [39].
Requesters get a guarantee that the workers are of “good quality” [10] and will not
lose time making jobs available on the platform. Thus, workers might be limited in
how they spend their time and the pace at which they work.

✓

✓
13/19

Requesters can pay workers as little as ∼$2 per hour [31]. Thus, workers have to
spend additional time working to reach their monetary goals [40].
Requesters can ask workers to pass assessments (e.g., ‘qualifications’) or training
before working [31]. Thus, workers can spend long periods of unpaid time without
the guarantee of future jobs [52], whilst requesters get to keep the data [36].
Requesters get a guarantee that the workers are of “good quality” [10] and will not
lose time posting jobs on the platform. Thus, workers have to spend time working
on unpaid qualification tests before they can begin working [31].
Requesters can potentially still make use of the data obtained for free from jobs
they had rejected [35]. Thus, workers do not get paid for any time spent on rejected
jobs and have to spend time reversing rejections [43].
Requesters can refuse paying workers that they believe have not spent an adequate
amount of time working [27]. Thus, workers risk not getting paid for their time [44].
Requesters do not have to spend any time providing workers with feedback after
rejecting their work [19]. Thus, workers have to spend time determining why their
work was rejected and how to remedy the situation [44].

Requesters get a large pool of workers that compete for completing jobs on a firstcome, first-served basis [17]. Thus, workers have to be ‘on call’ for work [40].
Requesters get the jobs they posted completed quickly because workers have to
compete with one another for completing jobs [39]. Thus, workers do not get paid
for the time spent working if other workers managed to complete the job first [14].

3.1 Platforms do not allocate jobs to the workers.

✓

Description of Platform Features
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Platform Features
1. Unpaid Time
1.1 Platforms do not require requesters to pay
workers a minimum hourly wage.

8/19

Table 1: Comparative analysis of the features of crowdworking platforms that trade workers’ temporal flexibility for the convenience of requesters’ flexibility. The platform features were identified
as part of our conceptual investigation (page 3). The table shows that the crowdworking platform UHRS achieved the highest temporal precarity score (17/19), followed by Hive Micro (15/19) and
PicoWorkers (15/19); this suggests that the three platforms trade workers’ temporal flexibility the most. In comparison, Appen achieved the lowest temporal precarity score (8/19), followed by Prolific
(9/19); this suggests that compared to UHRS, Hive Micro or PicoWorkers, these two platforms trade workers’ temporal flexibility the least.
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✓ = Identified features; ‘Not Identified’ features are represented by the spaces intentionally left blank
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4

RESULTS

1. Unpaid Time. 1.1 Platforms do not require requesters to
pay workers a minimum hourly wage. Only two of the nine
platforms analysed required requesters to pay workers at a minimum hourly wage rate. In contrast, most platforms (n = 6) did
not have this requirement. For example, whilst Appen used machine learning and statistical models to ensure workers were paid
local minimum wages, UHRS did not prevent workers from earning
below minimum wage.
1.2 Platforms allow requesters to ask workers to complete
lengthy unpaid assessments or training. Only two of the nine
platforms analysed did not enable requesters to ask workers to
complete lengthy unpaid assessments or training. In contrast, most
platforms (n = 7) did not prevent requesters from posting such
assessments or training. For example, whilst PicoWorkers did not
enable requesters to create unpaid training jobs for workers, UHRS
did not prevent workers from having to complete unpaid mandatory
training before working on requesters’ jobs.
1.3 Platforms ask workers to complete unpaid qualification tests to register on the platform. This platform feature was
the least widely supported feature across the nine platforms. Most
platforms (n = 8) did not support this feature. In contrast, only one
platform required workers to complete unpaid qualification tests
to register on the platform. In the case of Prolific, workers had to
take a mock test as part of the registration process.
1.4 Platforms allow requesters to keep the data from rejected jobs. Only two of the nine platforms analysed did not allow
requesters to keep the data from rejected jobs. In contrast, most
platforms (n = 7) did not prevent requesters from keeping data from
rejected work. For example, whilst Appen paid workers for any
rejected jobs before removing them from these jobs, AMT did not
prevent requesters from keeping the workers’ data and not paying.
1.5 Platforms allow requesters to reject workers who completed jobs ‘too quickly’. Only one of the nine platforms analysed
did not allow requesters to reject workers who completed jobs faster
than expected. In the case of Prolific, the platform only allowed
rejections based on speed for jobs that were statistical outliers in
the data set. In contrast, most platforms (n = 8) did not prevent
requesters from rejecting workers who completed jobs too fast.
1.6 Platforms do not require requesters to provide timely
feedback about rejected work. Only two of the nine platforms
analysed required requesters to provide workers timely feedback
about rejected work. In contrast, most platforms (n = 7) did not
require requesters to provide such feedback. For example, whilst
AMT required requesters to include a feedback message with any
rejected work, Hive Micro did not support a feature of this type.
2. Oversupply of Workers. 2.1 Platforms do not limit the maximum number of workers completing jobs at any given time.
None of the platforms analysed limited the number of workers who
can complete jobs.
2.2 Platforms do not limit the number of workers who can
register on the platform. Only one of the nine platforms analysed
limited the number of workers who can register on the platform.
In the case of Prolific, the platform had a waiting list for people
who wanted to register to work on the platform. In contrast, most
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platforms (n = 8) did not have any mechanisms in place to limit the
number of workers who could register on the platform.
2.3 Platforms limit the maximum number of jobs workers
can complete in a day, week, or month Five of the nine platforms
did not limit the maximum number of jobs workers can complete.
In contrast, four platforms limited the number of jobs. For example,
whilst Clickworkers had no such limits, AMT limited workers to
3,800 jobs per day.
2.4 Platforms limit the maximum amount of money workers can earn in a day, week, or month. Five of the nine platforms
analysed did not limit the amount of money workers can earn in a
day, week, or month. In contrast, four platforms limited the amount
of money workers could earn. For example, whilst Microworkers
did not set such limits, Prolific employed a mechanisms that limited
workers from earning above a certain threshold.
3. Worker Competitiveness. 3.1 Platforms do not allocate jobs
to the workers. Only two of the nine platforms analysed allocated
jobs to the workers. In contrast, seven platforms required workers
to claim tasks before other workers on a first-come, first-serve
basis. For example, whilst Prolific allocated jobs to specific workers,
Microworkers did not allocate jobs, workers having to claim jobs
before other workers did so.
3.2 Platforms do not reserve jobs for the workers. Five of the
nine platforms analysed reserved jobs for workers. In contrast, four
platforms did not reserve jobs. For example, whilst AMT reserved
jobs for workers for the allotted time set by requesters, Neevo did
not reserve jobs to specific workers, any worker having access to
the same tasks.
4. Unpredictable Work Hours. 4.1 Platforms do not have set
hours when requesters post jobs. None of the platforms analysed
had set hours when requesters could post jobs.
4.2 Platforms do not have set hours when workers can
complete jobs. None of the platforms had set hours.
4.3 Platforms do not limit the number of hours workers
can work. None of the platforms limited work hours.
4.4 Platforms do not have a degree of control over the
completion times of jobs. Only two of the platforms analysed
had a degree of control over the completion times of jobs posted
by requesters. In contrast, most platforms (n = 7) could not adjust
completion times. For example, whilst Appen had a mechanism that
could increase the completion times of jobs slower than predicted,
AMT could not overwrite the times allotted by requesters.
4.5 Platforms do not provide clear payment timelines to
workers. Five of the nine platforms provided clear timelines to
workers regarding when they will get paid for their work. In contrast, four platforms did not provide clear timelines. For example,
whilst Clickworker aimed to pay workers within seven days, Neevo
did not provide a clear payment timeline, claiming it paid workers
within two weeks or a longer period of time.
5. Inflexibility of Time Use. 5.1 Platforms do not allow workers
to complete multiple jobs at once. Five one of the nine platforms
analysed allowed workers to work on multiple jobs at once. In
contrast, four platforms limited the number of jobs workers can
complete simultaneously. For example, whilst PicoWorkers allowed
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workers to complete an unlimited number of jobs at once, Prolific
limited workers to completing only one job at a time.
5.2 Platforms require workers to wait a certain amount of
time between submitting jobs. Most platforms (n = 7) did not
require workers to wait between submitting jobs. In contrast, two
platforms required workers to wait a certain amount in between
submitting jobs. For example, whilst UHRS allowed workers to start
working on a new job immediately after finishing one, PicoWorkers
required workers to wait a certain amount of time before continuing
to work on a new job.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we show that crowdworking platforms trade workers’
temporal flexibility for the convenience of requesters’ flexibility
through 19 platform features relating to five categories of temporal
precarity on crowdworking platforms. First, we find that crowdworking platforms strongly favour features that promote requesters’
temporal flexibility over workers’ by limiting the predictability of
workers’ working hours and restricting paid time. In this sense,
the results of the study suggest that ‘Unpredictable Work Hours’
was the category of features most traded by the nine platforms.
Across this category, we found only seven instances out of the five
features that did not trade workers’ temporal flexibility; in other
words, workers’ flexibility was traded across 85% of the features
within the ‘Unpredictable Work Hours’ category. Moreover, the
second most traded category was ‘Unpaid Time’, where we found
17 instances out of the six features that did not trade workers’ flexibility; in other words, workers’ flexibility was traded across 69%
of the features within the ‘Unpaid Time’ category. Therefore, the
results suggest that requesters benefit from temporal flexibility by
limiting the predictability of working time and pay.
These results are important because of the temporal and economic precarity crowdworkers face [7, 37]. Prior research has criticised the way that platforms exacerbate work precarity [21] and
has called for an investigation of the precarity of platform work
[5]. Our work extends the current understanding of the reasons
why U.S.-based platform workers experience work precarity, by
showing that features of crowdworking platforms that are meant
to support workers’ predictability of working time and pay are in
fact the most traded features of temporal flexibility from workers
to requesters across the nine platforms analysed.
Second, using the temporal precarity scores, we identified which
platforms available to U.S.-based workers employed the highest
number of features that facilitated the trade of flexibility from
workers to requesters, consequently increasing workers’ temporal precarity. In this sense, the highest temporal precarity score
achieved by one of the nine crowdworking platforms was 17 points
out of 19 (i.e., UHRS), whereas the lowest was eight points out of 19
(i.e., Appen). Nevertheless, the results suggest that even the lowestscoring platform, which obtained eight points out of 19, managed
to trade workers’ flexibility through eleven different features.
These results are important because they provide an initial understanding of the mechanisms of crowdworking platforms that facilitate the trade of temporal flexibility from workers to requesters. In
line with van Dijck’s approach to platforms as socio-technical structures [55], we show that analysing platform features can expose
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the techno-cultural and socioeconomic logics underlying crowdworking platforms [55]. In this sense, crowdworking platforms
become mediators that shape socioeconomic trades between workers and requesters, rather than just intermediaries that facilitate
these trades. Thus, this paper makes some of the invisible mechanisms used for trading temporal flexibility more visible and enables
further scrutinising of platforms’ technology, users, governance,
and business models [55]. Moreover, using VSD, we conceptualised
temporal flexibility as an interactional product of technology (i.e.,
crowdworking platforms) and society (i.e., workers and requesters),
produced in the socio-technical gap [1]. The results of our study
show the different ways in which the values held by the customers
of the technology (i.e., requesters), instead of the values of those
impacted by the technology (i.e., workers), can be embodied consciously or unconsciously by technology [3].
The results of the study have implications for: (a) people working on crowdworking platforms, (b) requesters, (c) the design of
crowdworking platforms, and (d) the wider platform economy. First,
the people working on crowdworking platforms can benefit from
having increased awareness about the exploitative mechanisms of
crowdworking platforms [4], although they might have little power
to change them. Therefore, future work should consider the following question: What future crowdworking platforms do workers
who value temporal flexibility envision, if any?
Second, requesters can benefit from reflecting on the power
asymmetries perpetuated by crowdworking platforms [2, 38], particularly when choosing which platforms to use in their work.
Therefore, future work should consider the following question:
How much more money would requesters be willing to spend so
that crowdworkers could gain more temporal flexibility?
Third, the design of crowdworking platforms can benefit from
adopting a worker-centred design approach [22] by exploring the
service and business design possibilities of future platforms in view
of the 19 platform features identified in this study. Therefore, future work should consider the following question: If crowdworking
platforms would not employ any of the 19 platform features benefiting requesters’ temporal flexibility, would these platforms still
be defined as crowdworking platforms?
Finally, the wider platform economy, in particular organisations
advocating for platform workers (e.g., the Fairwork project [48]),
can benefit from auditing other on-demand platforms against our
list of features to further investigate the temporal precarity and
working conditions of people the working within the platform economy [32, 37]. Therefore, future work should consider the following
question: As flexibility is increasingly sold as a product for the
convenience of consumers, how much temporal flexibility are consumers willing to give up on so that on-demand platform workers
are not negatively impacted?
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